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Abstract Unintentional injury due to falls is a serious and
expensive health problem among the elderly. This is espe-

cially true in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA)

ambulatory care setting, where nearly 40% of the male
patients are 65 or older and at risk for falls. Health service

researchers and clinicians can utilize VHA administrative

data to identify and explore the frequency and nature of fall-
related injuries (FRI) to aid in the implementation of clinical

and prevention programs. Here we define administrative data

as structured (coded) values that are generated as a result

clinical services provided to veterans and stored in databases.
However, the limitations of administrative data do not

always allow for conclusive decision making, especially in

areas where coding may be incomplete. This study utilizes
data and text mining techniques to investigate if unstructured

text-based information included in the electronic medical

record can validate and enhance those records in the
administrative data that should have been coded as fall-

related injuries. The challenges highlighted by this study

include data extraction and preparation from administrative
sources and the full electronic medical records, de-indenti-

fying the data (to assure HIPAA compliance), conducting

chart reviews to construct a ‘‘gold standard’’ dataset, and
performing both supervised and unsupervised text mining

techniques in comparison with traditional medical chart

review.

Keywords Healthcare informatics ! Electronic medical

records ! Text mining ! Cluster analysis ! Latent semantic
indexing ! Veterans administration

1 Introduction

The planning and delivery of healthcare services is an

information intensive activity. The health system captures
data at many points from birth and death registries, vital

statistics data repositories and insurance claims data. By far

the richest and complex source of healthcare information is
represented by medical record entries documenting every

service/encounter provided in the system. In the VHA there

is a nationwide electronic medical record containing hun-
dreds of millions of administrative and text-based records.

Data captured in the electronic medical record are used for

a variety of purposes, including administrative processes
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and the delivery of care. Administrative data supports a

variety of business processes such as insurance claims and
reimbursement, as well as strategic planning. Administra-

tive data is highly structured and more likely to be con-

sistently applied since it is an integral part of the billing
process. The structured data items include International

Classification of Disease (ICD) codes for diagnoses and

treatments, as well as patient characteristics. The more
detailed medical record contains structured data, such as

patient vital signs, laboratory results, and drug prescrip-
tions, as well as unstructured clinical notes documenting

the episodes of care. Much of the rich clinical information

resides in these free text notes and is difficult to capture for
use in business planning, policy formulation, government

regulation, and healthcare research. The involvement of

clinicians in documenting patient care and progress using
the electronic medical record directly supports high quality

data collection efforts and effective user interfaces for

healthcare delivery. The billing requirements and care
plans associated with specific treatments and procedures,

with a direct financial incentive, means this data is also

carefully documented. However, additional information
that does not directly relate to billing or may not be critical

to clinical decisions is likely to be missing or inaccurate.

For instance some clinically relevant information may be
embedded in textual components of the electronic medical

record, accessible to clinicians at the point of care, but not

easily used in aggregated form for business decisions or
healthcare research. One such example is information

about fall-related injuries. This information is typically

recorded in various clinical notes as part of the electronic
medical record, but may not be completely coded in the

administrative or structured data. In these situations, text

mining provides an alternative mechanism for uncovering
information that can then be explicitly coded, or otherwise

included in database queries that aggregate information in

support of analysis and decision making.
This research focuses on using statistical text mining

techniques to extract information from the electronic

medical record (EMR) that can then be used to better
classify those records that were not properly coded in the

administrative data as fall-related injuries. Past research by

healthcare investigators has indicated that the EMR can be
effectively used to identify adverse events [1] or to access

quality of care [1, 2].

Data and text mining of medical data is quickly gaining
popularity, but is still in its infancy [3], thus the available

guidance is somewhat limited. The main contribution of

this paper is to describe a methodology that extracts
information from the EMR in order to find and correct

miscoded information in administrative data held in a

different database. We demonstrate our methodology with
fall-related injuries (FRI) in an outpatient setting in the

VHA. Additionally, this research evaluates the feasibility

and usefulness of statistical text mining techniques for
other miscoded or under diagnosed cases in medicine.

This methodology includes several important and com-

plex tasks. The first task is pre-processing, which includes
selecting, cleaning and combining relevant data from

administrative sources and the electronic medical records

for all veterans treated for injuries and making that data
available in an integrated database. The second task is de-

identifying this data to assure compliance with HIPAA
regulation, without losing the ability to follow the indi-

vidual care of a patient and the relationship between visit

dates. The third step is designing a strategy to group
information from the electronic medical record related

specifically to the treatment or ‘‘episode of care,’’ with a

goal of approximating which records are to be combined
for a patient in order to accurately illustrate a treatment

cycle.

Codes are not always correct in administrative data with
the potential for false positives and false negatives [4]. In

order to train models with accurate data, the fourth task is

the creation of an interface which allows a registered nurse
to conduct a chart review to construct a ‘‘gold standard’’

dataset. The nurse examines each episode of care and reads

the clinical notes in the EMR in order to validate or correct
the administrative data. The results are then validated by

two independent coders. The final task is to create text

mining models that identify incorrect or under-coded epi-
sodes of care in the administrative data.

1.1 Fall-related injuries

Unintentional injury hospitalizations due to falls in the total

population and for those ages 65 and older are a serious
health problem, both in the United States and throughout

the world. Yet little is known about the epidemiology of

these events [5–9]. Evidence suggests that falls are the
costliest category of injury among older persons [6].

Among older adults, falls are the leading cause of injurious

deaths and are the most common cause of nonfatal injuries
and hospital admissions for trauma (CDC 2008). In 2005,

15,800 people 65 and older died from injuries related to

unintentional falls; about 1.8 million people 65 and older
were treated in emergency departments for nonfatal inju-

ries from falls, and more than 433,000 of these patients

were hospitalized [10–14].
In 1999, approximately 38% of male veterans were age

65 and over (compared to 13% for males in the United

States). The number of ‘‘oldest old’’ veterans (age 85 and
over) who are at highest risk of suffering injurious falls, is

projected to increase dramatically from 154,000 in 1990 to

1.3 million in 2010 [15]. Due to the high incidence of falls
among those aged 65 and over, it is likely that the treatment
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of fall-related injuries represents a large volume of service

in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) system.
Given the aging population served by the VHA healthcare

system, and the high rate of unintentional injurious falls

among older adults, accurate information about the inci-
dence, prevalence and epidemiology of injurious falls is

essential to clinicians, researchers and policy makers [16].

Traditionally, health services researchers and policy
makers have relied on FRI documented in administrative

databases to study adverse events. The structure of the data
(typically designed for reimbursement purposes), the

validity of the data (codes assigned correctly), and the

reliability of the data (consistent application of coding
practices) limit the use of these administrative data for

research. Over the past decade the Veterans Health

Administration has invested extensively in the implemen-
tation of an electronic medical record (EMR) system. This

rich source of clinical data holds the tremendous promise

of expanding the ability to conduct health services research
on adverse events and other health problems. For instance,

the written medical record presumably contains specific

references to falls; however, these text-based notes are not
easily searched. If the VHA data resources are to be fully

utilized to study and monitor FRI and other adverse events,

new techniques to identify and characterize injuries need to
be developed and validated. One strategy that can be used

to address these issues is the utilization of electronic

medical record (EMR) and administrative data in the VHA
healthcare information systems for decision support and

knowledge management [17].

2 Methodology

Text mining is an emerging technology characterized by a

set of techniques and tools which allow for the extraction

of structured information from free text [18, 19]. The
conceptual framework for this study is based on the

application of the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data

Mining (CRISP-DM) model (see Fig. 1). This process
model offers a general framework for data and text mining

projects, highlighting the key tasks involved (see the

CRISP-DM Web page, www.crisp-dm.org). According to
the CRISP-DM framework, the life cycle of a knowledge

discovery project consists of six phases, but the sequence

of the phases is not strictly applied. Moving back and forth
between different phases is always required. The process is

iterative because the choice of subsequent phases often

depends on the outcome of preceding phases.
The first phase, business understanding is grounded in

the importance of patient safety and the burden of FRI to

the VHA. The second phase, data understanding, starts
with an initial data collection effort and proceeds with

activities that help the researchers become familiar with the
data, to the identification of data quality and data privacy/

security problems. The third phase, data preparation,

involves the extraction of relevant data for a particular
modeling effort, data quality assurance, and any transfor-

mations required for specific modeling techniques. Among

the most important data preparation activities was a chart
review to construct a ‘‘gold standard’’ dataset with cor-

rectly labeled FRI.

The fourth phase, data modeling, is the central focus of
any knowledge discovery effort and consists of the con-

struction of models using a variety of techniques. In this

research, two different term weighting approaches are
applied to events or episodes of care in the electronic medical

records: entropy and information gain. The terms created by

those weighting schemes are then used in two different
approaches: clustering (an unsupervised learning technique)

and logistic regression (a supervised learning technique).

Our goal is to assess the potential predictive power of these
textual descriptions in identifying FRIs. If terms found in the

electronic medical records are indicative of FRI, we would

expect the formation of clusters that are comprised primarily
of FRIs. Similarly, those terms should be useful in the clas-

sification of FRIs. The fifth step, evaluation, is conducted for

both weighting approaches. The cluster models are evaluated
by exploring the formed clusters based on occurrences of

FRIs (the goal is to see clusters formed with mostly one

outcome, such as FRIs). The text mining terms are also
used to form predictive logistic regression models that are

evaluated by classification matrices and overall accuracy,

sensitivity, and specificity.

Business 
Understanding

Data 
Understanding

Data Preparation
• Select
• Cleanse 
• Transform

Model 

Evaluate

Deploy

Fig. 1 CRISP-DM framework
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Though we have not conducted the final step, deploy-

ment, we discuss two possible strategies for incorporation
of the results into the VHA medical records system: run-

ning the algorithms on historical data to better support

health policy research and analysis and/or supporting
human coders by using the algorithms to generate cus-

tomized drop-down lists and other navigation aids to

improve the coding process. The results could be embed-
ded in decision support systems, prompting clinicians to

assign the correct injury (or E-code) based on the electronic
medical records just entered, or used to more completely

code existing electronic medical records. Correctly coded

data can then aid the VHA in identifying the frequency and
nature of fall-related injuries in order to better organize and

implement prevention strategies.

2.1 Business understanding

External Cause of Injury codes (commonly called E-codes)
are a supplemental code for use with the International

Classification of Diseases (ICD) that provide a systematic

way to classify diagnostic information that doctors, nurses,
and other health care providers have entered into the

medical record.1 E-codes should provide an efficient way

to identify fall-related injuries (FRIs) from the adminis-
trative data; but this is contingent on consistent and accu-

rate use by providers and coders. Studies are not congruent

on the use of E-codes. One study at the state level found
that E-codes assigned by professional coders in hospitals

can be very accurate [20]. Other national studies have

found considerable variation with higher rates in states
with mandates for recording E-codes [21, 22]. In the VA,

E-codes are recorded by clinicians upon completion of

clinical interactions. Given the workload of VA clinicians
and the fact that E-codes are not required to be recorded,

FRIs are likely to be under-coded. One of the goals of this

research is to investigate the ability of text mining to
identify FRIs based on clinical notes in the electronic

medical record (EMR).

2.2 Data understanding

Data understanding in the context of this study can be
described as the clinical or treatment information about

FRI available in the EMR. The results of the text-mining

analysis will improve our ability to identify FRI from
secondary data through the systematic analysis of text-

based data. The descriptive phrases and fragments of

EMRs identified during text mining represent a set of
variables that are predictive of FRI. These variables may

represent factors known to be associated with FRI, but

typically not available in administrative databases. Several
studies have shown that the risk of falling increases dra-

matically as the number of risk factors increases, ranging

from a probability of 0.27 with zero or one risk factor to
0.78 for those with four or more risk factors [23–25]. The

susceptibility to injury in older adults also stems from a

high prevalence of co-morbid diseases (e.g. osteoporosis,
sarcopenia) as well as age-related decline (e.g. slowed

reflexes), which can make even a relatively mild fall very
dangerous. A multitude of risk factors for falling have been

reported, including lower extremity weakness, gait and

balance disorders, previous falls, functional impairment,
visual deficits, cognitive impairment, depression, poly-

pharmacy, and stroke [26–29]. Many of these risk factors

are not reliably coded in administrative data sets, yet pro-
viders may document these issues within the textual clin-

ical notes in the electronic medical record.

2.3 Data preparation

Data cleaning and preprocessing almost always accounts
for a large share of any data mining efforts. As Fayyad

(1996, pg.30) points out:

‘‘In practice, a large portion of the applications effort
can go into properly formulating the problem (asking

the right question) rather than optimizing the algo-

rithmic details of a particular data mining method.’’

In this study there was a large amount of available data,

which is normally an ideal condition, but one which can
introduce many challenges. The processes of understanding

which data are important, what techniques to use to com-

bine data from two very different sources, understanding
how to manipulate and process very large text fields (such

as electronic medical records), and complying with both

HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996, which establishes regulations for the use and

disclosure of a patient’s medical record or payment history)

and VHA privacy standards are among the challenges
faced in this study. In addition, the availability of many

rich textual fields in the VHA data made it crucial to fully

understand how to best select keywords and concepts with
the purpose of building predictive models. Figure 2 out-

lines our data preparation process.

2.3.1 Data selection

The Veteran’s Administration Medical SAS Inpatient
(Event) Database2 was searched to identify all outpatient

1 http://edc.org/buildingsafecommunities/buildbridges/bb2.2/ECODES.
html, 2008.

2 The VHA Medical SAS Datasets are national administrative data
for VHA-provided health care utilized primarily by veterans. The
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encounters treated for an injury in the James A. Haley

Veterans Administration Hospital (corporate) ambulatory

care clinics during the fall of 2004. The initial data set was
further refined by excluding encounters for spinal cord

injury, poisoning and iatrogenic injuries. From these data a

subset of unique patients who were treated for falls were
identified. For the purposes of this study, we define the

situation in which a veteran seeks treatment for a fall-

related injury in the ambulatory care setting as a fall-
related ambulatory event (FRAE). This FRAE definition

provides an efficient method to estimate the occurrence of

FRI in lieu of expensive primary data collection efforts.
Event level data was collapsed into episodes of care to

identify unique fall events.

Because it was anticipated that FRAEs would be under
reported, we sought to develop a pool of ambulatory care

patients from the initial data set who had received care for

an injury as the primary reason for the visit but were not
identified as being fallers. Therefore, we matched cases

identified as being fallers (at least one FRAE) in the pre-

vious data step with the pool based on gender, age and
primary injury code. We identified up to three or four

matches for each fall case. As a next step, all electronic and

administrative records and clinical EMRs were obtained
for the patients in the analytic data set by searching VistA

(Veterans Health Information System and Technology

Architecture). VistA is an enterprise-wide information

system built around an electronic health record.

2.3.2 Data cleansing

The next step in preprocessing involved de-identifying this
data and loading it into a relational database. The social

security number and patient name were removed and a

unique number corresponding to an individual patient was
assigned. The unique number was maintained throughout

the database allowing us to follow the care of an individual

de-identified patient. The policies designated to assure that
research is compliant with HIPAA regulations also

required that dates of service be encrypted in the data used

for analysis. The dates of service were encrypted by gen-
erating a random number and assigning it to all dates for

each unique patient. A number of days equal to this random

number were then subtracted from each date. This process
ensured that the original dates were eliminated from the

data, while the relationship between dates for a particular

patient was maintained. Thus, the exact date was not
available for the researchers and patient confidentiality was

maintained. Finally, all variables that contained the names

of providers were eliminated from the data.

2.3.3 Data transformation

A patient identifier and date were used to link the ambu-

latory events data to the text based medical records
(unfortunately there was not a unique identifier). Multiple

encounters may appear for each patient in a selected time

period. Thus, a patient could have a series of electronic

Select

• Identify all outpatient encounters treated for an injury in ambulatory care 
clinics during the fall of 2004

• Identify fallers and select up to four non FRAE matches
• For selected data, pull administrative data from VistA

Cleanse

• De-identify data for HIPAA and VA privacy compliance
•Remove social security number and patient name 
•Encript dates
•Remove names of providers

Transform

• Create "episode of care" using 48 hour sliding window
• Create "gold standard" with registered nurse chart review 

Fig. 2 Data preparation process

Footnote 2 continued
datasets are provided in SAS" format by fiscal year (Oct. 1 - Sept.
30). These data are extracted from the National Patient Care Database
(NPCD). For more see http://www.virec.research.va.gov/datasources
name/Medical-SAS-Datasets/SAS.htm.
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medical records for events that were in fact related,
describing the normal process of a patient proceeding

through the outpatient facility. Deciding how to group

these records, thereby creating an ‘‘episode of care’’ is
crucial. A brute force approach is to read each record and

to manually combine these records to provide accurate

representations with which to train a model. The obvious
problem with this approach is that it is extremely time

consuming and would not be feasible for regional or

national data. Another approach is to create a ‘‘sliding
window,’’ allowing for some overlap and deciding on a

time frame in order to automate this process. Our initial

model used a simple approach of defining the episode of
care as all the notes and data collected during a 48 h

window. We believe this window length captures most

relevant information for two reasons: first, most clinical
notes are recorded immediately after the encounter and

second, if notes are not completed immediately, the Joint

Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organi-
zations (JCAHO) dictates they be completed within 48 h.

As is commonly done for medical expert systems [30,

31], and in particular medical text processing and infor-
mation retrieval studies [32], we created an expert annotated

version of the dataset, or ‘‘gold standard.’’ Since we are

unsure whether the administrative data is correctly coded,3

we devised a GUI interface that allowed a registered nurse

to conduct a chart review (see Fig. 3 for an example). The

registered nurse was hired to read through the 48 h episodes
of care and to code whether the clinical note indicated a fall-

related injury, as well as the mechanism of fall, the place the

fall occurred and any helpful fragments found in the text.
This additional information is captured for future research

endeavors, such as increasing the sophistication of our

models to predict detailed codes such as mechanisms of
falls.

The nurse received training prior to beginning the chart

review, and intra-rater and inter-rater reliability was
established with two other independent coders (the agree-

ment percentage was 95%). This dataset, which consisted

of approximately 1500 events, was utilized for our initial
text mining analysis.

Chart reviews confirmed 72% of the original cases

identified through administrative data and found an addi-
tional 18% of cases not identified through administrative

data alone.

3 Modeling

Figure 4 illustrates our modeling and evaluation approach.

First, we label each created episode of care as FRI or non-

FRI based on the chart review. We apply statistical text
mining using two different weighting schemes, and create

two datasets for analysis: one dataset containing the terms

from an entropy weighting scheme (an unsupervised
weighting technique), and one with the terms from infor-

mation gain (a supervised weighting technique). We split

each dataset into a training dataset (80% of the data) and a
validation dataset (20% of the data). We then use the terms

created by both weighting schemes in two separate tasks:
1) unsupervised learning (k-means clustering) and 2)

supervised learning (classification models using logistic

regression).

Fig. 3 Benchmarking interface

3 An E-code should indicate a fall related injury.
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3.1 Text mining

There are three fundamental approaches to text mining:

simple keyword or regular expression matching, natural
language processing, or machine learning algorithms.

Simple keyword or string matching approaches are typi-

cally not powerful enough for extracting information from
clinical notes. Natural language processing (NLP) approa-

ches are deductive in nature, using clinical theory to con-

struct controlled vocabularies and ontologies that underpin
the text processing, with additional components to handle

negation and temporal relationships. These approaches

apply both syntactic and semantic rules to represent or
‘‘comprehend’’ clinical concepts in documents. The voca-

bularies, standardized coding systems, and concept ontol-

ogies necessary for NLP approaches require significant
development investments. The medical domain is one of the

few fields to make decades-long investments in these fun-

damental language processing resources and achieve rea-
sonable results in a variety of applications [33–35]. NLP

approaches can be used for classification, as well as more

targeted information extraction, such as finding a specific
type of laboratory result. In most cases these tasks require

some degree of customization or enhancements to the

controlled vocabularies or rule sets. In contrast, machine
learning algorithms are inductive, data-driven approaches

to text mining that do not rely on controlled vocabularies or

ontologies. These algorithms take a more statistical
approach, calculating word frequencies and term weights to

discriminate between or group documents by similarity

measures. Statistical text mining algorithms are well suited
to classification tasks like the labeling of fall-related inju-

ries as part of this research. These methods can be used

without much customization and are free of any biases that
may be implicitly embedded in the relevant portions of

handcrafted vocabularies or coding systems. This paper

explores the use of such machine learning algorithms to

extract structured information from clinical notes within a

flexible, fairly lightweight application environment.

Many of the machine learning algorithms used for text
mining ‘‘count’’ occurrences of words or phrases in docu-

ments. To simplify this, most algorithms generally remove

specified words (stop list) or keep specified words (start
list). Words that have a common root are stemmed, and

common words are removed since they have little power in

discriminating documents [36, 37]. A term-by-document
frequency matrix is built and serves as the foundation for

analysis of the document collection. To improve perfor-
mance, entries can be adjusted by utilizing weighting

functions for certain words (e.g., infrequent words may be

weighed more heavily, along with words that are highly
correlated to a target variable).

An important decision is selecting a weighting scheme

that can help emphasize discrimination between document
groups. The original frequencies in the term-document

frequency matrix are transformed to the ‘‘expected’’ fre-

quency as follows: âij " LijGi; where Lij is the frequency
weight and Gij is the term weight. There are several options

for frequency weights, but because most common raw

frequencies have values of 0 or 1, the default log trans-
formation appears to have no effect [36]. In this experi-

ment, log frequency weighting was used where Lij "
log2#aij $ 1%; and aij is the frequency with which term i
appears in document j (note that for aij = 1, Lij = 1 and

when aij = 0, Lij = 0).

The choice of term importance weightings (Gij) can
have a large impact as well. Term importance weightings

give higher weights to those terms that are more important

than others. Research has shown that good results are often
obtained using entropy or inverse document frequency [38,

39]. The weightings can also be target-based (in our case

whether a given record was fall-related or not), which
requires training data that is correctly labeled. This is one

of the primary reasons for the chart review.

Fig. 4 Modeling process
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The resulting weighted term-by-document frequency

matrix can grow quite large. Additionally, most of the
terms are not used in all the records (thus many columns

will have a value of 0), yielding a sparse matrix and a

heavy computational burden. Therefore, it is typically
advantageous to reduce the dimensionality of this matrix.

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) reduces dimensionality by

using singular value decomposition (SVD). LSI is a tech-
nique that transforms the large matrix into a much lower

dimensional form [38, 40]. SVD allows the arrangement of
the space to reflect the major associative patterns in the

data, and ignore the smaller, less important influences.

Singular value decomposition is closely related to eigen-
vector decomposition. Similar to factor analysis, the fre-

quency matrix is decomposed into eigenvalues and

eigenvectors that create linearly independent components
of the data. The smaller components can be ignored and the

similarity between two documents can be determined by

the values of the remaining factors. The result can be
represented geometrically by a spatial configuration in

which the dot product or cosine between vectors repre-

senting two documents corresponds to their estimated
similarity [38]. For more detailed coverage of these issues,

see [38, 40].

These algorithms were applied to the clinical notes found
in the electronic medical record using SAS Enterprise Miner.

We utilized the tool’s automated stemming of terms (for

example BIG: BIG, BIGGER, BIGGEST), as well as mod-
ifying the initial synonym lists and stop lists by combining

the terms that were synonyms and adding unnecessary words

to the stop list. For example, the word ‘‘outpatient’’ appears
often because these are outpatient records and is therefore

not a very useful discriminatory word.

We explore two term importance weightings: entropy
(unsupervised weighting) and information gain (supervised

weighting) and perform two tasks using the terms identified

by each weighting scheme: cluster analysis (an unsuper-
vised technique), and logistic regression (a supervised

technique). We split the datasets into training and valida-

tion datasets (see Table 1) to evaluate the models on data
that was not used to train the models (and to avoid over-

fitting). The goal was to classify each encounter as a fall or

non-fall, using a derived weighting scheme that empha-
sized discrimination between notes associated with FRAE

and notes not associated with FRAE.

3.2 Weighting techniques

We apply two term importance weighting approaches that
will generate SVDs to be used for cluster analysis and

logistic regression (LR). The unsupervised weighting

technique allows us to investigate if there is sufficient
difference between the FRAE EMR and the non-FRAE

EMR that even given an unsupervised weighting scheme,

separate clusters form for each category, and the SVDs will
create models using LR that are able to classify FRAE/non-

FRAE. With the supervised approach, we expect that the

cluster algorithms will generate clusters that have stronger
concentrations of either FRAE or non-FRAE, and that the

LR models will be more accurate since the importance

weightings are created with knowledge of whether the
event was a FRAE or not. For both approaches, we

hypothesize that it is possible to both identify clusters of

terms that are indicative of a FRAE and to classify events
as FRAEs. Both approaches provide evidence that the

electronic medical record text will have predictive power in

identifying fall-related injuries.

3.2.1 Entropy: Unsupervised term importance weighting

Entropy is a concept from communication theory [41] and

is a measure of information content (i.e., disorder). Entropy

gives high weights to terms that are infrequent in all the
data, but frequent in a few documents [36]. We select the

entropy technique because it does not take into account our

target variable (FRAE/non-FRAE) to create the weighted
term-by-document frequency. The goal of this step is to see

if it is possible to identify terms that are indicative of a

FRAE. This would indicate that the fall-related medical
records are sufficiently different from other documents

(keeping in mind that all the documents are injury related).

Table 2 shows a fragment of the weighting scheme using
entropy for unsupervised clustering.

Table 1 Dataset description

Data Non-FRAE
number (%)

FRAE
number (%)

Total episodes number
(% of total data)

All 1464 (68%) 693 (32%) 2157 (100%)

Train 1170 (68%) 553 (32%) 1723 (80%)

Validate 294 (68%) 140 (32%) 434 (20%)

Table 2 Partial example of frequency table with weights using
entropy

Term Freq # Documents Keep Weight Role

?Pain 1639 510 Y 0.151 Noun

?He 1314 364 Y 0.215 Pron

Active 1090 136 Y 0.343 Prop

Pain 893 407 Y 0.184 Prop

?Fall 461 348 Y 0.167 Verb

?Will 404 225 Y 0.249 Aux

?List 330 179 Y 0.277 Verb

?Tablet 301 69 Y 0.430 Noun

Medications 293 157 Y 0.284 Prop
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3.2.2 Supervised term importance weighting

We now utilize a similar technique, but select an infor-
mation gain weighting scheme, which considers the target

variable indicating whether the document was a FRAE.

Information gain is also an entropy reduction technique and
indicates how well the term, or the absence of that term,

predicts the category (by calculating a reduction in

entropy). Table 3 illustrates a partial example of the fre-
quency table for this weighting scheme.

3.3 Cluster analysis

Clustering is the process of grouping the data into classes

or clusters so that objects within a cluster have high sim-
ilarity in comparison with one another, but are dissimilar to

objects in other clusters [42]. Clustering classifies the data

into groups based on measures of distance or similarity,
and is an excellent way to group documents into thematic

categories [43]. Clustering is an unsupervised technique in

that it does not take into account whether the events are
FRAE or non-FRAE. We cluster based on the terms from

the two term importance weighting approaches discussed

above. We hypothesize that it is possible to identify clus-
ters of terms that are indicative of a FRAE, for both

weighting techniques, though we expect the information

gain to form stronger clusters.

3.3.1 Clustering using an entropy weighting scheme

Table 4 shows the clusters identified using k-means clus-
tering on the SVD terms created using an entropy

weighting scheme on 1,721 randomly sampled records
(where 32% of the records are FRAE). The columns

Flag = Y and Flag = N categorize what percentage of the

records in these clusters that were either FRAEs, or not
FRAEs, based on the chart review. None of the clusters has

a majority of fall events. An unsupervised weighting

scheme, coupled with an unsupervised data mining
approach, did not produce good results in identifying fall

Table 3 Partial example of frequency table with weights using
information gain

Term Freq # Documents Keep Weight Role

?Fall 880 682 Y 1.000 Verb

?Fall 550 394 Y 0.460 Noun

Xray 202 152 Y 0.251 Prop

?Abrasion 176 113 Y 0.183 Noun

?Month 354 305 Y 0.170 Noun

?He 4503 1132 Y 0.161 Pron

?Injury 328 268 Y 0.161 Noun

?Continue 467 373 Y 0.141 Verb

?Treatment 286 222 Y 0.135 Noun

Table 4 Clusters identified from terms in the electronic medical records (using entropy)

Cluster Flag = Y
number (%)

Flag = N
number (%)

Descriptive terms Total
number (%)

A 304 (35%) 574 (65%) Active, swelling, history, ?deny, ?week, ?pain, ?male, ?fracture, s/p,
?year, ?foot, old, ago, male, left, ?do, ?patient, ?present, but, ?fall,
?see, ?shoulder, when, ?fall, ?not

878 (51%)

B 61 (22%) 214 (78%) Ref, ?small, tissue, dated, today, ?edge, pt, ?area, will, ?apply, cwocn
note, cwocn, ?bed, ?heal, skin, drainage, ?clinic, note, ?note, ?dressing,
?wound, ?continue, with, ?leg, home

275 (16%)

C 80 (41%) 117 (59%) Temperature, ambulatory, vista, height, triage, bp, patient, ?obtain, chief, kg,
bmi, cm, vitals, recorded, recent recorded, recent, patient vitals, weight,
pulse, nka, nursing triage assessment, patient chief complaint, ambulatory
history, nka chief complaint, nursing

197 (11%)

D 73 (29%) 179 (71%) ?Day, recent, ?note, ?complaint, =-=-dshi disposition report-=-=, =-=-dshi,
?list, patient, telecare, length, evaluation/management, ending, author,
physician phone consultation, ?assign, starting, area, encounter, caller,
duration, ?minute, evaluation, ?comment, health, ?type

252 (15%)

E 35 (29%) 84 (71%) Other, va, nka, alert, signs, visit, ‘s, scale, ?answer, is, screen, ?provider,
reason, ?orient, pain, ?relate, ?visit, lb, mobility, impairment/, is other
provider, treating pain, treating, cognitive screen, x3

119 (7%)

Unlabeled 2 (100%) 0 2

Total 1170 (68%) 553 (32%) 1723
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related events. Since the results were not encouraging, we

did not bother to replicate the clustering results on vali-
dation data, which we would expect to have a similar

performance.

3.3.2 Clustering using an information gain weighting
scheme

We take the same approach and use k-means clustering on

the SVD terms created using the information gain
weighting scheme on 1,721 randomly sampled records

(where 32% of the records are FRAE). As is illustrated by

Table 5, the much better results are achieved. Cluster A
consists of 90% of FRAEs, indicating the majority of the

events for this cluster are FRAEs. We replicate on our

validation data (results shown in Table 6), achieving sim-
ilar results. Cluster A contains 86% of the FRAEs. Again,

this requires correctly labeled training data. The chart

review conducted as part of data preprocessing provided
much more reliable training data than was available by

automated extraction.

3.4 Predictive modeling using logistic regression

Like linear regression, logistic regression is part of a cat-
egory of statistical models called generalized linear mod-

els. Logistic regression, however, allows for the prediction

of a discrete outcome, such as FRAE and non-FRAE from

a set of variables. In this case we compare the results for
two predictive models using LR: one using the terms and

SVDs from the entropy weighting scheme, and one using

the terms and SVDs items from the information gain
weighting scheme. Table 7 lists the resulting sensitivity

and specificity as well as the classification matrix for the

validation data (we do not report these for the training data,
because validation data better describes true predictive

capability of the model). As expected, the model that used
the terms and SVDs from the information gain out-per-

formed the entropy weighting scheme. It is important to

note that sensitivity (83%) and specificity (93%) for the
unsupervised weighting technique indicate a model with

strong predictive capability. This is encouraging since, as

was previously noted, correctly labeled data is often diffi-
cult to obtain.

3.5 Further analysis

The terms and SVD factors that were selected for inclusion

in the logistic regression model should reflect a plausible
basis for discriminating between non-fall and fall-related

injuries. Table 8 shows the individual rollup terms and

SVD factors that were found most predictive. The indi-
vidual terms are quite relevant including ‘‘falling’’ and

‘‘fx’’ (the abbreviation for fracture). The SVD terms also

Table 5 Resulting clusters using information gain

Cluster Flag = Y
number (%)

Flag = N
number (%)

Descriptive terms Total
number (%)

A 458 (90%) 53 (10%) ?Fall, ?fall, ?rib, when, ?arm, ?side, home, left, ago, ?do, ?deny, er,
history, ?state, ?knee, pulse, pt, complaint, on, ?list, ?shoulder, right,
?pain, vista, ?not

511 (30%)

B 69 (8%) 792 (92%) ?Fall, ?fall, ?abrasion, ?knee, back, past, regular, ?leg, mental, ?vital,
?injury, ?month, during, ?hand, ?tablet, active, medications, some,
?wrist, ?orient

861 (50%)

Unlabeled 26 (7%) 325 (93%) 351 (20%)

Total 1170 553 1723

Table 6 Replication of clusters using information gain weightings

Cluster Flag = Y
number (%)

Flag = N
number (%)

Descriptive terms Total
number (%)

A 118 (86%) 20 (14%) ?Fall, ?fall, ?rib, when, ?arm, ?side, home, left, ago, ?do, ?deny, er,
history, ?state, ?knee, pulse, pt, complaint, on, ?list, ?shoulder, right,
?pain, vista, ?not

138 (32%)

B 15 (93%) 190 (7%) ?Fall, ?fall, ?abrasion, ?knee, back, past, regular, ?leg, mental, ?vital,
?injury, ?month, during, ?hand, ?tablet, active, medications, some,
?wrist, ?orient

205 (47%)

Unlabeled 7 (8%) 84 (92%) 91 (21%)

Total 294 140 434
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summarize sets of important terms. For instance, SVD 4

heavily weights ‘‘trip,’’ ‘‘rug,’’ ‘‘assistive device’’ (such as
walkers or canes), and what looks like a misspelling of

‘‘throw rug.’’ SVD 1 emphasizes the obvious term ‘‘fall’’

along with ‘‘chief complaint.’’ Both the individual terms

and SVD factors do seem to combine to provide a rea-
sonable model for identifying fall-related injuries.

3.6 Limitations

If we more closely investigate those records that were

correctly and incorrectly classified by our supervised
clustering algorithm we can investigate some of the limi-

tations of this technique. Table 9 illustrates four example
clinical notes, comparing the text mining results to the

chart review. The first two records were incorrectly iden-

tified by the text mining algorithm. The first record con-
tains words such as hip, pain, and knee that might also be

commonly found in a FRAE, but it is clearly not a FRAE

record (with no mention of a fall). The second record,
however, is clearly a miscoded FRAE. In this case a fall

occurred, but without a definitive injury, it mentions falling

briefly, but mainly discusses other issues. These types of
incorrectly coded records may cause trouble during the

model training process and evaluation, highlighting the

need for chart reviews and the need for further case
investigation in order to improve the text mining

algorithms.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we utilize data and text mining techniques to

investigate if unstructured text-based information included

in the electronic medical record can be used to validate and
enhance incorrectly coded records in administrative data.

In particular we explored the ability of text mining to

identify FRIs based on clinical notes in the EMR.

Table 7 Hit rates for LR on validation data

Entropy Information gain

Accuracy 90% 91%

Sensitivity 83% 89%

Specificity 93% 93%

True positive 116 124

False positive 20 22

True negative 274 272

False negative 24 16

Table 8 Individual rollup terms and SVD factors that were found
most predictive

Rollup terms SVD 4 SVD 1

Change pysch Trip Fall

fx Sandbag Chief complaint pt

Falling Rug Complaint pt

Electrical cord Out of

Assistive Alert

Assitive device Today

Device Out

Cord In

Electrical Come

Wooden Outstretch

Through Last

Through rug Time

Table 9 Comparison to chart review

Record EMR Text
mining

Chart
review

1 Patient here for pain in the right knee. Denies any trauma but states she was just going to sit down
on the couch, while holding a small child, and felt this burning type sudden pain in the medial
knee area. Has been about the same since then. C/O some pain into the right hip and now in the
medial knee area again. Straightening the knee helps. She states has numbness in the three toes
(last ones)

Fall No fall

2 This RN was called to Physical Therapy department to assess resident. As informed by staff
resident had ‘fainting episode’. Resident was placed in w/c and had vital signs taken. Awake,
alert and oriented x3,stated:’This happens to me all the time; that’s why I fall. I get dizzy and
everything goes dark’. Taken to room and placed in bed; EKG performed. ARNP also aware.
Resident was able to eat and tolerate lunch. No further complaints voiced

No fall Fall

3 Patient called for appt today. States he tripped over a bag of leaves at night and fell and hurt his
right knee-had big cut on the right knee-not healing well-with yellow discharge

Fall Fall

4 Patient out of town for appt. Rx issued today. 2. Patient states taking Medication as directed for
chronic pain and states Rx is effective. 3. Understands directions and use 4. RTC in four weeks.
5. Instructions not to, drink alcohol, drive or operate mechanical equipment while taking
narcotics given, verbalizes understanding

No fall No fall
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We described several challenges in selecting, extracting,

and transforming both the data from administrative sources
and the full electronic medical records, and de-indentifying

the data (to assure HIPAA compliance). We performed

both supervised and unsupervised text mining techniques
as well as supervised and unsupervised data mining tech-

niques to ascertain whether ‘‘good enough’’ results could

be obtained even if we were not always certain of the
classification of the EMR note.

The initial results are encouraging and demonstrate that
conducting text mining on electronic medical records will

be helpful in correctly identifying fall-related injuries. In

fact, it appears that text mining alone may be useful for
identifying fall-related injuries, at least as a binary classi-

fication problem. For the text mining algorithm, we

investigate two weighting schemes. We then use the terms
generated by both weighting schemes to conduct two forms

of analysis: clustering, an unsupervised technique, and

logistic regression, a supervised technique. As expected,
information gain outperforms entropy for both clustering

and LR-based classification, since it considers whether the

record was a FRI as it assigns weights. Using an entropy
weighting technique and then clustering on those terms did

not produce viable results. However, it is encouraging to

note that even entropy performs well for the classification
task, since in many cases correctly labeled data is not

available. In fact, our expert annotated version of the

dataset found a good number of FRIs that were not coded
as such in the administrative data.

4.1 Future research

Our initial models only use the terms extracted by the text

mining algorithms. Yet, the data available from the VHA
has many other fields that can be used for predictive

modeling. Future work will include more complete attri-

bute selection from the abundant structured and unstruc-
tured data available. Accurate and extensive feature

selection and preparation should improve the predictability

of such data mining algorithms [44–46]. Additionally,
more precise ‘‘episode of care’’ groupings of the electronic

medical records would undoubtedly enhance the perfor-

mance of the predictive models. Thus, the results of these
current models are preliminary and should improve as our

data preprocessing techniques evolve.

Future research will also focus on predicting more
detailed E-codes that describe the type of fall-related

injury, the location of the event, and other information

useful in better understanding these health challenges.
More importantly, this is an example of using machine

learning approaches for text mining to extract useful

information from clinical notes that can be used in database

queries and to create summary reports for business analysis

and health research.
Once more research is conducted and more robust

models are constructed, the resulting models can be

embedded in decision support tools, with the possibility of
automatic prompting for nurses or clinicians entering data

in order to assign a suggested E-code based on the elec-

tronic medical records being written. Another possibility is
to use these data mining techniques to post-process medical

records and add structured codes in a fully or semi-auto-
mated manner. The results can also be used as means of

auditing incorrect use of E-codes in administrative data for

reporting purposes. Correctly coded data can then aid the
VHA in identifying the frequency and nature of fall-related

injuries in order to implement prevention programs and

minimize the cost and adverse effects of falls.
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